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One perennial subject of administrative legislation has thus
been the laying down of regulations for poor-relief which
ratepayers' representatives could not transgress without the
risk of surcharge. An irresponsible unemployment assistance
board was originally left with a similar lack of parliamentary
guidance; but the backwash of its non-accountable regulation-
making obliged parliament to insist that its regulations on
determination of need should not come into effect without
parliamentary approval.
It is also by administrative legislation that conditions have
been posed under which local bodies could obtain their share
of grants voted by parliament for such purposes as education.
The education department was established by letters patent
in 1839 as a committee of the privy council—a prerogative
procedure deliberately adopted by Lord Melbourne's totter-
ing whig cabinet as a device for settling grant-regulations by
pressure, negotiation and compromise, rather than risk the
agitation of first principles and the certain disintegration of
the government party in parliament. Unconstitutional this
department most certainly was not, since it was presided over
by a politically responsible minister with the title of vice-
president of the council. Yet with the aid of a permanent
secretary such as Dr. Kay, and no lay criticism but that of
the invisible committee of the council, he was able to prescribe
conditions on which voluntary schools might receive govern-
ment grants. He was able—in the person of Robert Lowe—to
collect these council minutes into a code. He was able to set
the whole educational world by the ears by arbitrarily revising
this code. And the only check upon this subordinate legislation
was the political responsibility of the ministry*of which the
vice-president happened to be a not very important member.
Only in 1870, when the first education act was passed, was
the vice-president of the council statutorily compelled to lay
all future codes on the table of the house for one month, in
order to give an opportunity for the sovereign legislature to
veto this subordinate legislation. The wisdom of sUch a pre-
caution has since then won general recognition. Its value has

